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Abstract
The action of the linear (in momenta) constraints on the configuration space
(i.e. the space spanned by the components of the spatial metric with respect to
some invariant basis) of a general Class A geometry is considered. It is proven that
this action can also be seen, as being induced by a special subset of the spatial
general coordinate transformations group (GCT) acting on the slices t = constant.
The connecting link is provided by the automorphisms of the Lie algebra of the
isometry group acting on the 3-surfaces: let points 1, 2 in the configuration space,
lying on an integral curve of a linear constraint, having coordinates γ(1)a ; γ
(2)
a re-
spectively; then it can be proven that these two (symmetric, positive definite) 33
matrices are always related through an element of the inner-automorphisms invari-





with Λ 2 IAut(G). Furthermore, it is also proven that the corresponding spatial
line elements (constructed by these two hexads) are GCT related and thus geo-
metrically identifiable. This explains why the quantum theory, groups together all
these γas into the independent solutions of the linear constraints (i.e. Kucharˇ’s
physical variables). The consequences of the existence of these special GCTs both
for the form of the classical action of all Bianchi Geometries, and the emanating





In a preceding work [1] we have shown how the presence of the linear constraints, entails
a reduction of the degrees of freedom for the quantum theory of class A spatially ho-
mogeneous geometries: the initial six-dimensional conguration space spanned by γas
(the components of the spatial metric with respect to the invariant basis one-forms), is
reduced to a space parameterized by the independent solutions to the linear quantum
constraints (Kuchar’s physical variables [2]). For Bianchi Types V I0; V II0; V III; IX




γ x2 = CaC

aγ
 x3 = γ
(or any other three, independent, functions thereof) and the Wheeler-DeWitt equation
becomes a P.D.E in terms of these xis. In Bianchi Type I, where all structure constants
are zero (and thus the linear constraints vanish identically), has been exhaustively treated
[3]. The Type II case, where only two linear constraints are independent, has been
examined along the above lines in [4] and dierently in [5].
The fact that the quantum theory (within each one of the above mentioned Bianchi




a in the conguration space if they
form the same triplet (xi), seems to us quite intriguing. It is the purpose of the present
work, to investigate in detail the reasons for this grouping of the γs into the x
is. The
paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, after briefly recapitulating the essential features of the quantum the-
ory developed in [1], we prove that conguration space points lying on the integral
curves of the linear constraint vector elds, are always related by a Lie Algebra Inner-
Automorphism (the importance of Automorphisms in the theory of Bianchi Type Cos-
mologies, has been stressed in [6]).





a in the conguration space, correspond to the same scalar combinations of C
a









 where  is an element of the Automorphism group.
Section 4 begins with a careful examination of the action of the general coordinate
transformation group on γa. We then identify those of the dieomorphisms which have
a well dened, non trivial action on γa, and prove that this action is nothing but the
action of the automorphism group. The circle is thus closed: the linear constraints
induce inner-automorphic motions on the conguration space, and these motions are
part of the non trivial action of spatial dieomorphisms on this space. Finally, some
concluding remarks are included in the discussion.
2 Automorphisms and the Linear Constraints
We deem it appropriate to begin with a short recalling of the main points of the quantum
theory developed in [1]: our starting point is the line element describing the most general
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spatially homogeneous Bianchi type geometry:
ds2 = (−N2(t) +N(t)N(t))dt2 + 2N(t)i (x)dxidt+ γ(t)i (x)j (x)dxidxj (2.1)
where i , are the invariant basis one-forms of the homogeneous surfaces of simultaneity
t. Lower case Latin indices, are world (tensor) indices and range from 1 to 3, while
lower case Greek indices, number the dierent basis one-forms and take values in the same
range. The exterior derivative of any basis one-form (being a two-form), is expressible
as a linear combination of any two of them, i.e.:
d = Cγ 
 ^ γ , i; j − j; i = 2Cγ γi j (2.2)
The coecients Ca are, in general, functions of the point x. When the space is ho-
mogeneous and admits a 3-dimensional isometry group, there exist 3 one-forms such
that the Cs become independent of x, and are then called structure constants of the
corresponding isometry group.
Einstein’s Field Equations for metric (2.1), are obtained, only for the class A subgroup
[7] (i.e. those spaces with Caa = 0), from the following Hamiltonian:






γ−1=2L + γ1=2R (2.4)
is the quadratic constraint, with:

















are the linear constraints.
In what follows, we will be mainly concerned with Bianchi Types V I0; V II0; V III
and IX, in which all three Has are independent. Following Kuchar & Hajicek [2], we
can quantize the system (2.3) {with the allocations (2.4), (2.5), (2.6){ by writing the
operator constraint equations as:

























is the induced metric on the reduced conguration space. Also, Γkij ; RΣ, are the corre-
sponding Christoffel symbols and Ricci scalar respectively, while D = 3 (for details such
as consistency e.t.c. see [1]). The linear equations (2.7) constitute a system of three
independent, rst order, P.D.E.s in the six variables γa. These equations, by virtue
of the rst class algebra satised by the operator constraints, admit three independent,




γ x2 = CaC

aγ
 x3 = γ (2.9)
or any other three independent functions thereof. These are Kuchar’s physical variables,
solving the linear constraints. Thus, the presence of the linear constraints at the quan-
tum level, implies that the state vector Ψ must be an arbitrary function of the three
combinations (2.9) or any three independent functions thereof. This assumption is also
compatible with (2.8), which nally becomes a P.D.E. in terms of the xis ( see (2.11)





a if they correspond to the same triplet (x
1; x2; x3). In order to gain
a deeper understanding of this grouping we shall have to carefully consider the congu-
ration space and the action on this space induced by the linear constraint vector elds
(2.7) . Let us begin with some propositions about the space of 3  3 real, symmetric,
(positive denite) matrices:
Preposition 1. The set  of all 33 real, symmetric, matrices, forms a vector subspace
of GL(3;<), and is thus endowed with the structure of a six-dimensional manifold.
Preposition 2. The set  of all 33 real, symmetric, positive definite, matrices, is an
open subset of .
Proof. Let γa, be a positive denite 3 3 real, symmetric, matrix, and
p(s) = s3 −As2 +Bs− C
its characteristic polynomial with A;B;C, continuous, polynomial, functions of γas.
Since γa is symmetric, the necessary and sufcient condition that γa be positive denite,
is A > 0; B > 0; C > 0. Therefore , as an inverse image of an open subset, is itself
open. q.e.d.
Preposition 3. The set  is an arcwise connected subset of .
Proof. Let γa 2 . Then, there is P 2 SO(3) such that (in matrix notation):
PγP T = D = diag(a; b; c);
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with a, b, c the three positive eigenvalues of γ. Since P belongs to SO(3), there is a
continuous mapping ! : [0; 1] ! SO(3) such that !(0) = P and !(1) = I3. Introduce
now the mapping f : [0; 1] ! , with f() = !()γ!()T . As !() belongs to SO(3),
its determinant is not zero for every  2 [0; 1]. Therefore, by Sylvester’s theorem, f() is
positive denite {just like γ. But f(0) = D and f(1) = γ, i.e. the matrix γ is connected
to D, by a continuous curve lying entirely in . Suppose now the mapping:
 : [0; 1]! 
with:
() = diag((a− 1) + 1; (b− 1) + 1; (c− 1) + 1)
 is continuous and () 2 ; 8  2 [0; 1]. This means that γ is nally arcwise connected
to I3. q.e.d.








with an obvious notation for the derivative with respect to γa. In order to see what is
the action of these vector elds on , let us consider the action of GL(3;<) on the basis
one-forms a:
a ! ea = Sa (2.11)
with S 2 GL(3;<). In order for the spatial part of the line element (2.1) to be scalar
under the above transformation we must take γa to transform as:
γa ! eγa = aγ (2.12)
















On the other hand the innitesimal action of the generic vector eld (2.10) "H on γa
is given by:






where " are innitesimal arbitrary parameters.
The innitesimal changes γa and γa can be assumed to be the same, under the
identication !a  "Ca. We therefore dene:
Ma = "
Ca (2.15)
These matrices are generators of automorphisms. To see it, let us briefly recall the
notion of a Lie Algebra Automorphism: if A denotes the space of third rank (1,2)
tensors under GL(3;<), antisymmetric in the two covariant indices, then the structure
constants transform (as it can be inferred from (2.2)) according to:
Ca ! eCa = SaC (2.16)
with S,  as in (2.11), (2.12). A transformation is called a Lie Algebra Automorphism,




















To nd the dening relation for the generators  of the automorphisms , consider




 (we are concerned only with the
connected to the identity component of the automorphism group). Dierentiating both












where we have identied s with the vectors tangent to the path, at the identity. As
it can now be seen, matrices (2.15) are generators of automorphisms since, by virtue
of the Jacobi Identities, they satisfy relation (2.19). For Bianchi Types V III; IX the
Ms are the only generators of automorphisms. For all other Bianchi Types, there exist
extra a(i)s {say "
a
(i){ generating the so called outer automorphisms {as opposed to the
inner automorphisms generated by the Ms. We are now ready to nd the nite motions
induced on , by the generic constraint vector eld H  "H:
Preposition 4. Let γ
(0)








is an integral curve (passing through γ
(0)
a ) of the vector field H  "H.
Proof. We give a rigorous proof of the statement that the matrices (exp(M))a , are
automorphisms. To this end, dene the mapping  : A ! A, with  (C) = eC whereeCa = SaC. Dene also the matrices () = exp(M), S() = exp(−M), with
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M , given by (2.15). It is straightforward to verify that   = +. Using the Jacobi




Consider now two sets eC;C 2 A, such that  (C) = eC, for some  . Since the derivative





( eC)− 0( eC)

= 0
which in turn, implies that:
lim
!0




+ (C)−  (C)

= 0
The last expression says that:
d (C)
d 
= 0; 8  
i.e. the mapping  (C) is constant 8  . Thus it holds, in particular, that  (C) = 0(C)
or eCa = Ca . q.e.d.
We have thus proven, that the nite motions induced on  by H (through its integral
curves), are linear transformations of γa, of the form (2.12) with  2 IAut(G). This is,
sometimes, denoted by the statement that the linear constraints generate automorphisms
(see [6, 3]). However, we believe that the above exposition, is somewhat more familiar
and complete, in that it refers to nite motions.
3 Kucharˇ’s Physical Variables and Automorphisms
In this section we would like to address ourselves, the following question: what is the
relationship between dierent γs, that form (within a particular Bianchi Type) the
same scalar combinations of C ; γ? Combining the results of the previous section
with the fact that the xis solve the (momentum) vector eld constraints, we might be




a for which it









 ;  2 IAut(G) (3.1)
However, in order to conclude this, we would have to know that the loci of the points in





a , to belong to distinct disconnected components of the above set, then there
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will be no integral curve passing through these two points and the assumption (3.1) would





a , for which all scalar combinations of C

 ; γ coincide are automorphically related,
i.e. (3.1) holds with  2 Aut(G). The proof does not refer to the integral curves of the
linear vector elds or their solutions. To this end, it is necessary to dene the following
combinations of the xis:


















where ma is the symmetric second rank contravariant tensor density (under the ac-










In order to proceed let us dene the action of GL(3;<) on  and A.
If ; S = −1 2 GL(3;<) then (in matrix notation):
eγ = Λ(γ) def ! eγa = aγ (3.4a)eC = Λ(C) def ! eCa = SaC (3.4b)
As it can be easily inferred from (3.3), eC = Λ(C) =) ema = jSj−1SaSm. It also
holds that Λ1  Λ2 = Λ2Λ1 . It is also obvious that the qis in (3.2) satisfy the relation:
qi(γ; C) = qi(Λ(γ); Λ(C)) (3.5)
i.e. the qis are scalar combinations of the Ca ; γ . The following proposition holds:




a ; 2 , and C 2 A be the structure constants of a
given Bianchi Type. If qi(γ(1); C) = qi(γ(2); C) (i = 1; 2; 3), then there is  such that
γ(2) = Λ(γ
(1)) and  2 Aut(G) i.e. C = Λ(C).
To prove this we need the following
Lemma. If qi(I3; C(1)) = q
i(I3; C(2)) (i = 1; 2; 3) where C(1); C(2) 2 A are two sets of
structure constants corresponding to the same Bianchi Type and I is the Identity 3 3
matrix, then there exists a matrix R 2 SO(3) such that R(C(1)) = C(2).
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Proof of the Lemma. Using elementary calculus and the representation described in the
Appendix of [1] one can see that:







q3(I3; C) = Det(m)
Let (a1; 1; γ1) and (a2; 2; γ2) be the eigenvalues of m(1); m(2) respectively. The equality
of the qis implies that:
a1 + 1 + γ1 = a2 + 2 + γ2
a11 + a1γ1 + 1γ1 = a22 + a2γ2 + 2γ2
a11γ1 = a22γ2
and therefore matrices m(1); m(2) have the same eigenvalues. Thus there is a matrix
R 2 SO(3), such that m(2) = jRj−1R m(1) RT () C(2) = R−1(C(1)) q.e.d.
Of course, jRj = 1 and is there, only as a reminder of the tensor density character of
ma .
Proof of the Preposition 5. Since the matrices γ(1); γ(2) are positive denite, there are
(1);(2) 2 GL(3;<) such that γ(1) = Λ(1)(I3); γ(2) = Λ(2)(I3). Let C(1); C(2) be
dened as C(1) = Λ−1
(1)
(C)() C = Λ(1)(C(1)) and C(2) = Λ−1
(2)
(C)() C = Λ(2)(C(2)).
Using the above and (3.5) we have:
qi(γ(1); C) = qi(Λ(1)(I3); Λ(1)(C(1))) = q
i(I3; C(1))
qi(γ(2); C) = qi(Λ(2)(I3); Λ(2)(C(2))) = q
i(I3; C(2))
The hypothesis qi(γ1; C) = qi(γ2; C) translates into qi(I3; C(1)) = q
i(I3; C(2)) which
through the lemma implies that there is R 2 SO(3) such that C(2) = R(C(1)). Since
R 2 SO(3) (in matrix notation):
I3 = R(I3) =) −1Λ(2)(γ(2)) = R(−1Λ(1)(γ(1))) =) γ(2) = Λ(2)  R  Λ−1(1)(γ
(1))
Similarly, we have:
C(2) = R(C(1)) =) −1Λ(2)(C) = R(−1Λ(1)(C) =) C = Λ(2)  R  Λ−1(1)(C)
The above imply that the matrix  = −1(1)R(2) satises: γ
(2) = Λ(γ
(1)) and C = Λ(C)
i.e.  2 Aut(G). q.e.d.
We have thus completed the proof of the statement that whenever two hexads form the
same multiplet (qi), they are in automorphic correspondence i.e. (in matrix notation):
9  2 Aut(G) : γ(2) = Tγ(1)
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It is important to note that this result is not limited to class A geometries, it also but
applies to all Bianchi Types; indeed, although the proof of the lemma is presented for
class A , it can easily be generalized for class B as well: the relevant addition is the
(easily provable) requirement a(2) = Ra(1) where the as are the null eigenvectors of ms
respectively. It is also worthmentioning, that q3 = 0 for all but V III; IX Types. This
has to do with the fact that for these lower Bianchi Types the independent curvature
invariants are less than three (see [1]).
In particular there is only one q for Type II (second of [4]), one for Type V [8],
and two Type V I0 & V II0 and IV . These number of the q
is, suces to invariably and
irreducibly characterizes the corresponding three surfaces as we are going to explicitly
show in the next section.
The apparent gap between this number and the number of independent solutions of
the quantum linear constraints, is bridged by the existence of some linear (in momenta)
integrals of motion (i.e. the conditional symmetries [9]); their quantum version can serve
as additional conditions upon the wave function Ψ thus forcing it to depend on qis only
{see [10] and the above mentioned references of ours. Type I is an extreme example
where Has vanish identically and in compensation nine integrals of motion exist. The
consistent of their quantum analogues obliges the wave function Ψ, to depend on one
combination of the scale factors, namely γ [11].
4 Automorphisms inducing Diffeomorphisms
In the previous section we saw how the action of the Lie Algebra Automorphism Group
on γa, naturally reduces the initial conguration space of a Bianchi geometry to a
nal dynamical space spanned by the qis. In this section we shall attempt to further
understand this reduction, by linking the action of the Automorphism group on γa,
to the action induced on it by the group of spatial General Coordinate Tranformations







The homogeneity of this line element, is of course, preserved under any GCT of the
form:
xi −! exi = f i(x) (4.2)
Under such a transformation, ds2 simply becomes:
(ds2 )des2 = γ(t)eai (ex)ej (ex)dexidexj (4.3)
where the basis one-forms are supposed to transform in the usual way:
eam(ex) = ai (x) @xi@exm (4.4)
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If one were to stop at this point might have concluded that all spatial diffeomorphisms
act trivially on γa i.e. γa −! eγa = γa . But as we shall immediately see, there are
special GCTs which induce a well-dened, non-trivial action on γa. To uncover them,
let us ask what is the change in form induced, by tranformation (4.2), to the line element
(4.1). To nd this change we have to express the line element (4.3) in terms of the old
basis one-forms (at the new point) eai (ex). There is always a non singular matrix P a (ex)
connecting e and  i.e.:
am(ex) = P a (ex)m(ex) (4.5)
Using this matrix P we can write the line element (4.3) in the form:
des2 = γ(t)P a (ex)P  (ex)i (ex)j (ex)dexidexj (4.6)
If the functions f i, dening the transformation, are such that the matrix P does
not depend on the spatial point, then there is a well dened, non trivial action of these
transformations on γ:
γ −! eγ = P P  γ (4.7)
With the use of (4.4) and (4.5), the requirement that P does not depend on the spatial








where ia and Q
a
 are the matrices inverse to 
a
i (x) and P
a
 , respectively. These conditions
constitute a set of rst order, higly non-linear P.D.E.s for the unknown functions f i. The
existence of solutions to these equations, is guaranteed by the Frobenious theorem [12],
as long as the necessary and sucient condition @2k; lf
i − @2l; kf i = 0 holds. Through the












which is satised, if and only if, Q (and thus also P ) is a Lie Algebra Automorphism
(see 2.18). It is, therefore, appropriate to call the General Coordinate Transformations
(4.2), when the f is satisfy (4.8), Automorphism Inducing Diffeomorphisms (AIDs). The
existence of such spatial coordinate transformations is not entirely unexpected: in the
particular case P a (ex) = a these coordinate transformations, are nothing but the -
nite motions induced on the hypersurface, by the three Killing vector elds (existing by
virtue of homogeneity of the space), which leave the basis one-forms form invariant. The
new thing we learn, is that there are further motions leaving the basis one-forms quasi-
invariant i.e. invariant modulo a global (space independent) linear mixing, with the
mixing matrix P , belonging to the Automorphism Group. The notion of such transfor-
mations ‘’leaving the invariant triads unchanged modulo a global rotation‘’ also appears
in Ashtekar [3], under the terminology ‘’Homogeneity Preserving Dieomorphisms‘’; also
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the term global is there used in the topological sense.
The existence of these AIDs has very important implications for the wave functions of
a given Bianchi geometry: as we have proven, points in the conguration space  that
are related through an automorphism, correspond to spatial line elements that are GCT
related and thus geometrically identiable. Thus, if we want our wave-functions to de-
pend only on the Geometry of the three-space and not on the spatial coordinate system,
we must assume them to be annihilated by the generators of the entire Automorphism
Group and not just by the constraint vector elds H, which generate only the so-called
inner-automorphisms, i.e. we have to demand:
bXiΨ  (i)γ @Ψ@γ = 0 (4.10)
where (i)a  (C()a; "(i)a) are the generators of (the connected to the identity component
of) the Automorphism group (see (2.19)) and (i) labels the dierent generators. Depend-
ing on the particular Bianchi Type, the vector elds (in ) X(i) may also include, except
of the Hs , the generators of the outer-automorphisms: Ej  "(j)γ @@γρτ
A proposition analogous to Proposition 4 holds for all X(i)s: through their integral
curves, they induce on  automorphic motions. From the table, we see that the number
of independent X(i)s is for every Bianchi Type 6− n where n, is the number of indepen-
dent q(i)s in (4.1), which is equal to the number of independent curvature invariants of
the three-space (see appendix of [1] for the explicit relation between the curvature in-
variants and the q(i)s). Thus, conditions (4.10) force Ψ to depend upon 6− (6− n) = n
scalar combinations of the γs and the structure constants (for a given Bianchi Type),
namely the q(i)s; therefore such a Ψ will be GCT invariant. As one can easily compute,
conditions (4.10) are compatible with each other, i.e. they satisfy:
fHa; Hg = −1
2
CH fE(i); Hg = −
1
2
(i)H fE(i); E(j)g = C
0(k)
(i)(j)E(k) (4.11)
where f ; g stands for the Lie Bracket and C 0(k)(i)(j) are particular to each Bianchi Type.
Consider now any quadratic operator constraint equation, which is scalar under the
action of GL(3;<) i.e.:





+ VΨ = 0 (4.12)
with ; T and V any 4th-rank, 2nd-rank contravariant tensors and scalar respec-
tively, constructed out of the structure constants and γ. It is straightforward to check
that conditions (4.10) are compatible with (4.12) as well i.e.:
fX(i); H0g = 0 (4.13)
Thus, a theory obeying (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12), would be GCT invariant and would
thus, for each and every Bianchi Type, have wave functions depending on the curvature
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invariants i.e. on the geometrically dynamical quantities. At the classical level, one may
wonder what kind of Hamiltonian action can give rise to (4.10), (4.12); the answer is
that a Hamiltonian action of the form:









will, when quantized according to Kuchar & Hajicek, give rise to (4.11) and those of
the conditions (4.10), which correspond to inner-automorphisms. For the Bianchi Types
for which there exist outer-automorphisms, their generators at the classical level, say
Ec(i)  "(i)γ , may be retrieved as integrals of motion (conditional symmetries)of




(i) obey the algebra (4.11), (4.13)
with the Poisson Bracket replacing the Lie Bracket. Due to the previously established
connection between automorphisms and GCTs, it is reasonable to demand that the quan-
tum analogs of Ec(i)s also annihilate the wave function and thus all of (4.10) arise. More
importantly the consistency conditions of the quantum analogues of these generators,
xes most of the constant values of these integrals of motion, to be zero: a Hamiltonian
of the type (4.12) has been found, for the case of the most general Type V Cosmology
[13]. This Hamiltonian admits three integrals of motion of the above type, with:
"a(1) =
0














Their algebra is such that the constants Mk = E(k), are set to zero: (C
0k
ijMk = 0),
when bE(k)Ψ = 0. We thus have an example in which the dynamics completely complies
with the kinematical/geometrical results, obtained in this section. Another case where
a scalar Hamiltonian exists, is that of Type V III, IX; indeed the Hamiltonian (2.3) is
totally scalar since, m2=γ is the q3.
5 Discussion
We have investigated in detail the reasons for the grouping of dierent hexads γ, into
the same triplet xi, enforced by the presence of the linear (in momenta) constraints at
the quantum level. In section 2 we saw that the constraint vector elds H, generate
(through their integral curves) inner-automorphic motions on the conguration space .
In section 3 it proved that, for any arbitrary but given Bianchi Type, points in  corre-
sponding to the same multiplet (qi), are automorphically related. In section 4 we linked
the action of the Automorphism Group on , to the action induced on it by special spa-
tial coordinate transformations, {the AIDs. A rst conclusion concerning the quantum
theory emanating from classical action (2.3), is thus reached: the ultimate reason for the
grouping of the γs into the x
is is that, in each and every Bianchi Type, any two hex-
ads forming the same triplet, correspond to (spatial) line-elements that are GCT related,
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and therefore geometrically identiable. An important consequence of the existence of
AIDs, is that GCT invariant wave functions must be annihilated by the generators of the
entire Automorphism Group (see (4.10)). As seen from the table, for Types V III; IX
there are no outer-automorphisms and the three xis are in one-to-one correspondence
to the three qis (essentially the three independent curvature invariants). For all other
Class A Types, there is always an outer-automorphism with non-vanishing trace; the
corresponding generator in conguration space  does not (weakly) commute with the
quadratic constraint (2.4) nor does its corresponding quantum analogue commute with
(2.8). For the Class B Types, even the Hc do not commute with H
c
0. Thus, for the lower
Class A Types, the wave functions emanating from action (2.3), depend on the curvature
invariants and on γ despite that q3 = 0; these wave functions will therefore not be GCT
invariant, since γ can be changed to anything we like by an AID. This result seems to
justify (for these types) the claim made by some authors, that γ should be considered as
time variable and thus frozen out [14]. One may say that for the lower Class A Types the
grouping dictated by the quantum theory, resulting from action (2.3), is overcomplete:
although any two hexads forming the same x1; x2 are geometrically identiable (since
they correspond to GCT related spatial line-elements), the theory requires that x3 = γ
be also the same in order to consider these two hexads as equivalent. At rst sight, this
may be seen as a defect of the classical action (2.3); although it reproduces Einstein’s
Equations for (Class A) spatially homogeneous spacetimes, it does not correctly reflects
the full covariances of these equations. However, as is explained in [4, 8, 10, 11], the
conditional symmetries rectify this defect.
On the contrary, wave functions originating from an action of the type (4.12) will be
GCT invariant and will, for all Bianchi Types, depend only on the qis i.e. the curvature
invariants. In our belief, this constitutes a very strong indication that valid actions of
the form (4.14) exist for all Bianchi Types (see [13] for a method for constructing such
valid actions).
Another important consequence of the results in sections 3 and 4, implicitly assumed
in the discussion above, is the conclusion that a Homogeneous 3-Geometries are com-
pletely characterized by their curvature invariants: indeed, as it is well known, in 3
dimensions all metric invariants are higher derivative curvature invariants [15]; but the
homogeneity of the space reduces any higher derivative curvature invariant to a scalar
combination of Ca ; γ with the appropriate number of Cs. Thus any two distinct Ho-
mogeneous 3-Geometries must dier by at least one curvature invariant, i.e. by at least
one qi; and vice versa, any two Homogeneous 3-metrics for which all curvature invari-
ants (i.e. all qis) coincide, are necessarily GCT related and thus represent the same
3-Geometry.
Lastly, we would like to emphasize that the action of the Lie Algebra Automorphism
Group on the conguration space is there, even if the momentum constraints are absent;
one simply needs to be observative enough as to see that the ‘’ansatz‘’ Ψ = Ψ(qi) or
Ψ = Ψ(xi) is compatible with (4.12) or (2.8) respectively.
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Table
Type Generators # of Indep. # of Indep. # of Indep. # of Indep.




@ p1 p2 p3p4 p5 p6
p7 p8 p9
1
A 9 0 0 0
II
0
@ p3 + p6 p1 p20 p3 p4
0 p5 p6
1
A 6 2 3 1
III
0
@ p1 p2 p3p2 p1 p4
0 0 0
1
A 4 2 2 2
IV
0
@ p1 p2 p30 p1 p4
0 0 0
1
A 4 3 1 2
V
0
@ p1 p2 p3p4 p5 p6
0 0 0
1
A 6 3 2 1
VI
0
@ p1 p2 p3p2 p1 p4
0 0 0
1
A 4 3 1 2
VII
0
@ p1 p2 p3−p2 p1 p4
0 0 0
1
A 4 3 1 2
VIII
0
@ 0 p1 p2p1 0 p3
p2 −p3 0
1
A 3 3 0 3
XI
0
@ 0 p1 p2−p1 0 p3
−p2 −p3 0
1
A 3 3 0 3
Notes:
N1 The number of the independent q
is equals the number of the independent curvature
invariants.
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